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A method for drastically reducing nonlinear distortion and transient intermodulation
distortion in noninverting unity-gain amplifiers is described. The method uses a floating
power supply with feedforward and boot-strap techniques. Several applications are
discussed.

0 INTRODUCTION the upper limit of the slew rate. If the maximum output

current of A_ is/max, the maximum slew rate SRma x isNoninverting unity-gain amplifiers find use in many

applications, such as impedance converters or active /max

filters. Unity-gain operation requires phase compensa- SRmax - Cl (1)
tion of the open-loop gain for stability. The phase

compensation generally results in lowered slew rates With amplifiers phase compensated to unity gain, C_ is
and increased high-frequency distortion. This disadvan- generally large, resulting in a low slew rate. For opera-
tage can be identified in general-purpose monolithic op- tional amplifiers which are compensated internally, no
erational amplifiers. For example, a slew rate of 0.5 correction can be made externally. Fig. 3 shows the
V/las is specified for the operational amplifier RC4558 slew rates of operational amplifiers phase compensated
and 13 V/las for the FET-input operational amplifier to unity gain. Circuits using discrete components have
TL-071. Relatively large in-phase signals may cause been tried for higher slew rates, but little progress has
distortion at the amplifier input. With FET-input op- been made. Unity-gain amplifiers show satisfactory lin-
erational amplifiers the voltage-dependent nonlinearity earity and operational accuracy at frequencies below 1
of Crss increases the nonlinear distortion at the input kHz. Any method which enables the unity-gain ampli-
with a signal source of high impedance, tier to keep its superior characteristics up to higher

This paper describes a new method for reducing dis- frequencies is expected to find a wide range of applica-
tortion and discusses some of its applications, tions in the field of audio.

I UNITY-GAIN AMPLIFIER CHARACTERISTICS 2 BASIC CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION

Fig. 1 shows the basic circuit configuration of the AND ANALYSIS

noninverting unity-gain amplifier including two ampli- Fig. 4 shows the basic configuration of a circuit that
fying stages, transconductance amplifier A1 and buffer' permits high-speed operation and low distortion. A
A 2. Capacitor Cj provides phase compensation for sta- buffer amplifier A3, characterized by low output imped-
bility at unity gain. Fig. 2 shows the open-loop fre- ance but not necessarily high linearity, can be imple-
quency response. General-purpose operational ampli- mented by a configuration as simple as an emitter fol-
tiers have the transition frequencYfT located typically lower. Compared with Fig. 1, the capacitor C] is not
between 1 and 10 MHz. Capacitor C[ also determines grounded, but is connected to the output of A3, with

the following advantages.
* Presented at the 67th Convention of the Audio Engineer- 1) Since charge-discharge does not occur in Gl ating Society, New York, 1980 Oct. 31-Nov. 3; revised 1982

Feb. 8. frequencies belowfT because of the boot strap of A3, C_
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does not act as a load on Al, which improves linearity If the cutoff frequencies of A2 and A 3 are assumed far

and significantly increases loop response speed, abovefz for simplicity, the following equations are ob-
2) At frequencies abovefT no signal comes from Al. tained:

The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 5. The input
R _ sTl

signal is fed by feedforward operation ofA 3 through A 2 (Vi - V°)gm 1 + sT_ + Vi 1 + sTt = V° (2)to the output, In the high-frequency range the circuit
can be considered a nonfeedback amplifier which cas-
cades A3 and A2, with the frequency response depen- with Ti = CiRc. Then

dent on A 3 and A 2. Vo(l + gmR _ + sTl) = Vi(gmR ] + STl)

........... and the transfer function G(s) = Vo/V i is[-'...... 1
I I

INPUTIC_j__._ _ _ XIIj _ i OUT P g mR + sT I .· UT G(s) = ] (3)

Ii ----_ i _l CI I_ l+gmRl+Xr 1

Given grnRl = 10 4, for example, Eq. (3) provides a

ri frequencyresponseshownby the solidlinein Fig. 6.
The high-frequency rolloff reflects the combined effects
of the A2 and A3 high-frequency rolloffs. If A3 is omit-

Fig. 1. Basic model of a noninverting unity-gain amplifier, ted, the frequency response is as shown by the broken
line in Fig. 6, which corresponds to that shown by the
broken line in Fig. 2.

80 _

60 _ 3 CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
Fig. 7 shows a practical circuit. The heart of the

40 circuitis the feedforwardfloatingpowersupply(FFPS)

zo enclosed by the dashed line. The circuit provides the
same effect as that of Fig. 4 by using an internally

o - phase-compensatedoperational amplifier whosesup-
-zo ply voltage is controlled by the FFPS. As in Fig. 4, the

phase-compensation capacitance C_ is inserted between

Fig. 2. Open-loop gain of an amplifier according to the the input of the output buffer A2 and the power supply·
model of Fig. 1.
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co IIbM741 Fig. 5. Equivalent circuit at frequencies abovefT in the cir-
cuit of Fig. 4.I I I:_
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Fig. 3. Operational amplifier slew-rate distribution, ioo j
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Fig. 4. Basic,cofifiguration of circuit with high-speed opera- Fig. 6. Frequency response of an amplifier according to the
tionandlowdistortion, modelofFig.4.
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The FFPS acts as A 3. The configuration has the addi- lated with the reduction in TIM described above. Figs.
tional advantage of preventing distortion at the input. 13-15 show the total harmonic distortion characteris-
With fixed power supplies, any change of input signal tics obtained for the FET-input TL-071. Generally FET-
voltage may produce a corresponding voltage change input operational amplifiers cause nonlinear distortion

between the input and the power-supply rail, resulting at the input because of the voltage-dependent Crss. Figs.
in nonlinear distortion at the input. FET-input opera- 14 and 15 show that the greater the source impedance,
tional amplifiers are especially conspicuous for distor- the higher the total harmonic distortion. The FFPS
tion at the input. With the FFPS, however, in theory no reduces the distortion and keeps it at much lower levels

voltage change of this type occurs, and no input distor- even at high frequencies, as shown in Fig. 13. The slew
tion is generated. The supply voltage for the operation- rate in this case is as high as ___200V/_s.
al amplifier is fixed by the zener diodes D l and D2. The Fig. 11 shows that an output voltage greater than the
value of_Vcc can then be chosen according to the out- rated supply voltage of the RC4558 (+18 V) can be
put voltage desired, which may be higher than the rated obtained with an FFPS voltage _+Vccof +50 V.
maximum supply voltage for the operational amplifier
itself. 5 APPLICATIONS

The FFPS can be applied to a circuit that operates in4 MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Figs. 8-15 show measurements of the circuit of Fig. 7
using the RC4558 and the TL-071 as operational ampli-
fiers. Comparison of the square-wave responses and

the transient interm0dulation distortion (TIM) spectral
analyses for the RC4558 in Figs. 8-10 shows the advan-
tage of FFPS. Its use increases the slew rate from +0.75
V//_s to +300 V/#s and reduces TIM to a level that
cannot be measured. For TIM measurement a low-pass-

filtered (lc = 100 kHz) composite signal of 3.18-kHz
square wave and 15-kHz sine wave with an amplitude
ratio of 4:1 is used as a test signal. The spectrum of the
test signal is the same as that shown in Fig. 10.

Comparison of the total harmonic distortion charac-
teristics for the operational amplifier RC4558 in Figs.
11 and 12 shows a significant reduction in total har- Fig. 8. Square-wave response of practical circuit of Fig. 7
monic distortion and increased maximum output am- with operational amplifier RC4558.f = 20 kHz; vertical scale

2V/div. upper trace--without'FFPS, SR = +0.75 V/t_s;
plitude with FFPS. The improvement is closely corre- lower trace--with FFPS, SR = +300 V//_s.
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Fig. 9. TIM spectral analysis of practical circuit of Fig. 7
Fig. 7. Practical circuit configuration, without FFPS, with operational amplifier RC4558.
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the noninverting unity-gain mode, whether it is built 0.1
with monolithic integrated circuits or with discrete
components.
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Fig. 10. TIM spectral analysis of practical circuit of Fig. 7 Fig. 12. Total harmonic distortion versus output voltage for
with FFPS, with RC4558. operational amplifier RC 4558 without FFPS. Load 10 kD..
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Fig. 11. Total harmonic distortion versus output voltage for Fig. 13. Total harmonic distortion versus output voltage for
operational amplifier RC 4558 with FFPS (+Vc_ = + 50 V). FET-input operational amplifier TL-071 with FFPS. Load 10
Load 10 k 11. kD.; R, 1-10 kD..
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O.I 5,1 Active Filter with FFPS

Fig. 16 shows the circuit diagram of a high-pass fil-
ter. Active elements in filters generally result in lower
signal-to-noise ratios than those for passive filters. But
if the power supply voltage is set far above the rated

A supplyvoltagefor the operationalamplifier,the FFPS
*q permits a signal voltage higher than the rated maxi-
o
:r mum(for example,5 Vrms withoutFFPS,50 Vrms
_- with FFPS).The referencesignalvoltagecan then be

set at any desired level, preserving the required signal-
to-noise ratio.

O.Ol --*_ 5.2 Wide-bandwidth RIAA Phonograph
Preamplifier with FFPS

Fig. 17 shows the circuit diagram of an RIAA pho-
nograph preamplifier. Noninverting preamplifiers pre-
sent a unity-gain characteristic above approximately

i::ii 100 kHz over a wide frequency range. The FFPS works
most effectively here for a greatly improved high-fre-
quency response.

Fig. 18 shows the total harmonic distortion charac-
teristics of the circuit. The slew rate has increased from

+20 V/las without FFPS to as high as +400 V/las with

0.001 FFPS.(Sincethe bandwidthof thepreamplifieris close-
I 2 5 I0 20 ly correlated with the slew rate, the bandwidth data are

OUTPUT(Vrms) not presented.)

Fig. 14. Total harmonic distortion versus output voltage for
FET-input operational amplifier TL-071 without FFPS. Load 6 CONCLUSIONS
10 kl_; Rs 1 kll.

The FFPS using feedforward and boot-strap tech-
O.I niques is an extremely useful means for improving

high-frequency response and reducing nonlinear distor-
tion in noninverting unity-gain amplifiers. The power
supply is easily designed with transistors for effective
application to a circuit, which may consist of opera-
tional-amplifier integrated circuits or discrete compo-
nents.Thepowersupplyisexpectedto findusein many

c_ applications, such as active filters, wideband phono--r
__ graphpreamplifiers,high-speedlow-distortionbuffers,

and simulated inductor circuits.

0.01

+Vcc

FFPS 1

INPUT _ _-_VcQ Il T II - OUTPUT@

000I 2 5 '10 20
OUTPUT!Vrms)

Fig. 15. Total harmonic distortion versus output voltage for
FET-input operational amplifier TL-071 without FFPS. Load
10 kll; R_ 10 kit. Fig. 16. High-pass filter circuit with FFPS.
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Fig. 17. Wide-bandwidth RIAA phonograph preamplifier with FFPS.
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